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A method of construction for the positive definite integral hermitian forms of 
determinant unity is established by using the generalized Hadamard matrices or the 
generalized conference matrices. 
In [4] we have shown a method of the construction of the positive definite 
integral quadratic forms of determinant 1 using the Hadamard matrices or 
the symmetric conference matrices. In this paper we shall show that the same 
idea can be applied to the hermitian case. The notion of the generalized 
Hadamard matrix (in abbreviation G.H. Matrix) is first introduced by 
Butson [ 1 ] and is defined to be a square matrix H = H(p, h) of order h all of 
whose elements are pth roots of unity such that HH* = hI,, where H* is the 
transposed complex conjugate of H and I,, is the unit matrix of order h. In 
relating to the G.H. Matrix one can naturally define the notion of the 
generalized conference matrix (in abbreviation G.C. Matrix). A G.C. Matrix 
C = C(p, h) is a square matrix of order h whose diagonal entries are all zero 
and other entries consist of pth roots of unity satisfying CC* = (h - 1) I,, . In 
Section 1 we shall discuss the existence of such matrices. In Section 2 we 
shall show the constructive method of the positive definite even integral 
hermitian forms of determinant unity. Very few such forms are explicitly 
known so far, and we hope our method will play a role in the theory of 
hermitian forms and the theory of hermitian modular forms. In Section 3 we 
will give some comments on the existence of the matrices having nice 
properties. 
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1. EXISTENCE OF G.H AND G.C. MATRICES 
For the existence and the construction of the generalized Hadamard 
matrices we refer the reader to [l] or [5] and do not restate here. 
Concerning the G.C. Matrix there should be a co-restriction on p and h 
taking account of the symmetric conference matrix case (see Theorem 2.1 of 
[2]), but we do not go into detail in this direction. We only give a method of 
the construction of G.C. Matrices which is a slight modification of Paley’s 
matrix. 
Let p be any natural number > 1 and q be a prime number satisfying q = 1 
(mod p). Take a generator for the multiplicative group modulo q (say, r); 
then any integer r prime to q satisfies r = r” (mod q) for some a (0 < a < q). 
Let c be a pth root of unity (e.g., e 2Xilp); then a multiplicative character x 
mod q is defined by 
x(r) = C”, 
where a is the index of r with respect to < and r is any integer prime to q. It 
is convenient to set X(r) = 0 when r is a multiple of q. 
LEMMA 1.1. We let p, q and ,y have the same meanings as above; then it 
holds that 
E x(x+a,)f@+a2)= 
i 
-1 if a, f a2 (mod q) 
xmodq q-1 if a, = a, (mod q). 
where in the above sum x runs through the complete representatives of the 
residue classes mod q and ,f is the inverse character of x. 
Proof: We have only to prove the former case. If x is not congruent to 
-a, modulo q, then there exists a unique (up to congruence modulo q) 
integer y f 0 (mod q) such that 
x=-a, + (a, -a,)/y (mod q), 
where the division is understood by mod q calculation. If x runs through the 
representatives of all the residue classes mod q except the class to which -a, 
belongs, then the above-defined y runs through the representatives of all the 
residue classes mod q except the class to which 0 belongs and we have 
= \’ 
b-a&dq) 
x(x + 426 + a,> 
xmodq 
= c 
d%dq) 
x((a2 - alYy>ifC(a2 - al>0 + l)h) 
ymodq 
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= -v 
JO(;;;odq) 
Xb, - ~l)XWY)lS(% - ~,)~~l/Y>AY + 1) 
ymodq 
= ;. rf(Y + 1) (since a2 - a, f 0 (mod q)) 
YmOdq 
= (y;dqlw) -Z(l) = -1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.2. We use the notations of Lemma 1.1. Let W be the square 
matrix of degree q whose (m, n) (1 < m, n < q) coefficients are given by 
x(m - n); then W satisfies the matrix equations 
WeT = 0, (1) 
WW+=qZ,-J,, (2) 
where e is the 1 x q matrix with all entries 1 and J9 is the q x q matrix with 
all entries 1. 
Proof. Equation (1) is rather trivial since all the elements of the matrix 
We’ take the form J5J, = 1 x(m - n) = 0, 1 < m < q. By the definition of W the 
(k, j) coefficient of Ww* is given by 
9 x(k-m)ZU-m) 
m=1 
and by Lemma 1.1. This value is equal to q - 1 or - 1 according to k = j or 
k # j. This implies WW* = qZ, - Jp. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let q be a pth root (primitive or nonprimitive) of 
unity and Y( W, x, n) be the matrix defined by 
Y(W,x, r) = P (qeT F)’ 
then this matrix satisfies the equation 
ProoJ This is easily verified by using Lemma 1.2 and the fact eTe = J4. 
Q.E.D. 
There is a construction of new S(W, x, n) type matrices from old ones. 
This is an analogy to the symmetric conference matrix case (see [7, Part 4, 
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Chap. 31). We start with the matrix W used in Y(W,x, r) and from the 
matrix B defined by 
B= Wx W+Z,xJ,-JqxZq, 
where the symbol x means the Kronecker product of the matrices and 14, J, 
have the same meanings as before. One can verify that BB* = q*Z,, -J,*. Let 
q be a pth root of unity and 9’(B, 9) be the matrix defined by 
where e is the all one 1 x q* matrix; then Y(B, v) is a square matrix of 
degree q* + 1 whose diagonal entries are all zero and whose other entries 
consist of pth roots of unity. The matrix 9’(B, v) satisfies 
We can continue the above process infinitely and oL,.-. the matrices of 
degrees q*’ + 1 (a = 0, 1,2,...) of the same nature. One may expect the 
existence of matrices of such kind with degrees of arbitrary powers of q plus 
one as Turyn showed in the symmetric conference matrix case [6], but it 
seems to us that his method does not work for our case. 
Remark. Our method for constructing Y(W,x, q) is still valid if we take 
a prime power qb = 1 (mod p) instead of the prime q. In this case we must 
use a finite field of qb elements. 
2. HERMITIAN FORMS OF DETERMINANT UNITY 
Let H = H(p, h) be a G.H. Matrix; then’ it satisfies HH* = hl,, . Let K be 
the field generated by pth roots of unity over the field of rational numbers 
and B be the ring of all algebraic integers in K. Take a positive rational 
integer a and an element p in d such that y = (/z@+ 1)/a E b, where p is 
the complex conjugate of /I, and form the matrix of degree 2h 
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then by inspection one can verify Q(H, a, p) is a positive definite integral 
hermitian matrix of determinant 1. 
Next we start from 9 = ,i”(W,x, ‘I) obtained in Section 1. Take a 
rational integer a and an element p in @ such that y = (q@+ 1)/a E 4, and 
form the matrix of degree 2(q + 1) 
then P(Y, a,/?) is a positive definite integral hermitian matrix of 
determinant 1. From Q(H, a,/?) or P(sP, a, /3) we can define the hermitian 
forms and the hermitian modular forms. 
Remark. There exist infinitely many triples (a,P, y) satisfying the con- 
ditions: 
(i) a is a positive rational integer, 
(ii) j3 is an element of B such that y = (h@ + 1)/a is also in 8. 
In fact, suppose /? takes the form m[, where m is a positive integer and [ is a 
pth root of unity (not necessarily primitive), and put a = y E Z; then the 
equation 
Y = WB+ 1)/a 
is rewritten into the equation 
a’-hm2= 1. 
This equation is known as the Pell equation and has infinitely many raiional 
integer solutions (a, m) if h is not a complete square integer and has 
infinitely many triples (a, p, r) satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) in this 
case. When h is a complete square hf , we put j3 = m[, where m and C are as 
above; then the equation 
Y= (WV!+ 1)/a 
is rewritten into the equation 
y= (hfm2 + 1)/a. 
It is clear that there exist infinitely many triples of rational integers (a, m, y) 
and that the triples (a, p, y) are satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) also this 
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time. It would be a difficult problem to parametrize the whole solutions of 
such (GL, /I, 7)‘s. The same remark is also applicable to the S( IV, x, q) case. 
3. FINAL COMMENTS 
In general (except for a few cases) our matrix Y(W,x, q) does not satisfy 
the condition 9 = Y*. This defect does not admit us to construct a G.H. 
Matrix of degree 2(q + 1) from G.C. Matrix of degree q + 1 as in the 
symmetric conference matrix case. We hope the constructive method for the 
matrix C of degree h with the conditions, (i) the diagonal entries are all zero 
and other entries consist of pth roots of unity, (ii) CC* = (h - 1) I, and (iii) 
C = C*, might exist. Such a matrix-if it exists-should be called a real 
generalization of the symmetric conference matrix. 
As the discussion in Section 2 shows, the essential properties a matrix U 
of degree h should have are (i) the entries of U all lie in a ring of algebraic 
integers of some fixed algebraic number field K, (ii) the product UP is a 
rational integral multiple of the unit matrix of degree h. When K is the field 
of rational numbers, such a class of matrices is discussed in [3]. 
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